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Abstract

Background and objectives: Educational technology is widely used in all parts of medical education. The use and application of common educational technologies and adoption of educational design patterns in medical sciences education can greatly help in medical simulations, training, and improving of clinical skills of nurses and medical students. The aim of this research was to study computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, and human patient simulation in medical science education based on Gagne’s educational design pattern.

Methods: The research methodology in this paper was a review-article of applied type, which helps the education designer in the field of medical education to choose the most suitable educational technologies in medical science education to achieve their desired goals by considering the advantages and disadvantages of computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, and human patient simulation.

Results: In this article, we first reviewed the educational technology and common technologies in medical education and its advantages and disadvantages as well as the most appropriate educational technology to achieve the needed goals. We then described two multimedia (Computer-Assisted Instruction and Virtual Patients) and educational models for virtual patients as well as two simulators (virtual patient and human patient simulation). Subsequently, we explored the educational design and its patterns (including Gagne, Watson, Merrill, Reigeluth, Asher, Camp, and Siemens) and selected the best pattern (Gagne’s pattern) according to the learning theories and research background. Finally, the three approaches mentioned in this article (computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, human patient simulation) were designed based on the Gagne’s model.

Conclusion: Based on the results, one can conclude that the computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, and human patient simulation based on the Gagne’s educational design model can help medical education instructors in training communication skills, clinical skills, and skills of obtaining medical history from the patient as well as problem-solving skills, knowledge acquisition, and critical thinking. They can also help the educational designer in the field of medical education to select the most suitable educational technologies in medical science education due to the best educational model of virtual patients and the Meyer educational media principles and simulation-based learning-educational theories tailored to the goals and content of medical education courses. Therapies for autoimmune disorders such as SLE.
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Introduction

Modern educational technology can employ the decision-making processes of learners and provide realistic answers to generate individual learning experiences. Also, common educational technology in medical sciences (computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, and human patient simulation) can provide a unique opportunity for students in medical education environments to develop their competencies (knowledge, skills, attitude) in patient care and an appropriate tool for teaching communication skills, clinical skills, and skills for obtaining medical history from patients. Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) plays a vital role in the development of medical education along with numerous benefits mentioned in studies. Although different software and applications are used in surgical training programs but the use of computer-assisted instruction is still unclear.

Problem-based learning (PBL) emphasizes the application of knowledge and skills in problem solving that are considered by various medical schools. It is believed that the use of computer simulation is effective in promoting learning method based on problem-solving approach and can enhance the students’ experience in dealing with patients (1).

Virtual patients are a kind of e-learning resources in which the learner plays the role of his health care measures, interactive diagnosis, and behavior and his patient. The main advantage of virtual patients is primarily to promote clinical reasoning skills. Human patient simulation is a type of simulation-based learning that provides a unique opportunity for students to apply what they have learned and allows them to practice their problem solving skills (2). Virtual patients are a form of computer-assisted education used in various medical disciplines. Virtual patients can be utilized as a preparation tool for assisting clinical judgment as well as learning about the patients’ treatment procedures. If cleverly used, virtual patients they can improve medical education (3).

In a study, Cook et al. defined virtual patients as a type of special computerized programs simulating clinical scenarios and real life, in which, learners impersonate a role of health care providers to gain the patients’ medical history, perform a physical examination, and make diagnostic and therapeutic decisions (4). The results of research by Cameron (2005) suggested that computer-assisted instruction can develop the training structure, simulation of clinical situations, creation of training conditions, and facilitating the study of medical students (8). The results of Amy study (2008) showed that the use of human patient simulation improves the knowledge and ability in students to solve the patients’ treatment problems and increases the students' self-esteem (7). The results obtained by Issenberg research (2005) revealed that the use of human patient simulation improves the acquisition of critical thinking and knowledge and leads to increased students' satisfaction with learning (9).

It was shown in the results of a research by Shariat et al. (2007) that training by using virtual patients is effective in increasing skills in taking patients’ history, while it showed no significant impact on other aspects of clinical skills (1). According to Deladisma (2007) results, virtual patients can complement the curriculum available in medical faculties (6). Horstmann (2009) data demonstrated that virtual patients can serve as a useful tool in undergraduate baccalaureate education at the
integrated teaching approach (5). Findings of Lehman (2013) indicated that there is a general acceptance among students and professors regarding integrated learning approach and virtual patients provide a good cognitive tool for teaching skills (2). Forsberg et al. (2016) conducted a research entitled as “Assessment of Advances in Clinical Reasoning through Virtual Patients: An Exploratory Study”. There findings provided a clear breakthrough in the ability of students’ clinical reasoning. After initial evaluations, the students described a sense of skepticism. But in the second assessment, awareness of clinical reasoning had been improved and students showed more confidence in knowing how to resolve the virtual patients’ cases and situations. Eventually, the self-efficacy of students was described in the final assessment (3).

Since no extensive research has been done on the use and application of common educational technologies in medical science in Iran and as a systematic approach is essential for educational design in the medical science, thus, we decided to study three common educational technologies in medical science education (computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, and human patient simulation) based on Gagne’s Educational Design Pattern, which can help the medical education instructors to train communication skills, clinical skills, and skills of taking patients’ history as well as problem solving skills, acquiring knowledge, and critical thinking. Therefore, this study aimed to examine computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, and human patient simulation in medical science education based on Gagne’s educational design pattern.

Materials and Methods
The research methodology was a review article approach, which was performed by searching articles related to the subject and considering key words (Medical Education, Computer Aided Instruction (CAI), Virtual Patients (VP), Human Patient Simulation (HPS), Instructional Design) in specialized DOAJ, PubMed, JAMA, Scopus, Sciencedirect, Google Scholar databases electronically. Then, the search was continued manually through published articles in these databases. A total of 127 articles were found, of which, 53 articles related to the subject were selected, collected, studied, and categorized. Then, the content was and extracted from them. The articles covered four areas of medical education, including computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, human patient simulation, and Gagne’s educational design pattern between 1990 and 2016. In this paper, we examined educational technology and common technologies in medical education and its advantages and disadvantages and the most appropriate educational technology to achieve the goals.

In the sequel, we described two multimedia (Computer-Assisted Instruction and Virtual Patients) and training models for virtual patients and two simulators (virtual patient and human patient simulation). Finally, we studied the educational design and its patterns and selected the best model. Then, we designed three approaches mentioned in this article (computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, human patient simulation) based on Gagne’s model. This was an applied research and computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, human patient simulation based on Gagne’s educational design model can help medical education instructors to teach communication skills, clinical skills, and skills for obtaining patients’ history as well as problem-solving skills, acquisition of knowledge, and critical thinking with a systematic approach. In addition, considering their advantages and disadvantages, they can...
choose the most suitable educational technologies in medical science education to achieve the pre-planned goals.

Results

The articles listed in the findings section are a combination of educational technology field and the field of medical education. Educational technology is widely used in all parts of medical education. The subject of information technology and e-learning is one of the common topics discussed in the fields of educational technology and medical education. Virtual patients and human patient simulations are a kind of e-learning resources, in which, the learner plays the role of health care and interactivity of his behavior and his patient. Since very limited studies have been conducted on this topic in Iran, most articles extracted in the findings section are foreign articles, most of which are original and experimental research papers.

Analyzing the results, we first examined the educational technology and common technologies used in medical education and their advantages and disadvantages and the most appropriate educational technology needed to achieve the goals. We then described two multimedia (computer-assisted instruction, and virtual patients) and educational models for virtual patients and two simulators (virtual patient and human patient simulation). Finally, we evaluated the educational design and its patterns (including Ganja, Watson, Merrill, Reigeluth, Asher, Camp, and Siemens models) and selected the best model (Ganja pattern) according to learning theories and research background. Accordingly, three approaches mentioned in this article (computer-assisted instruction, and virtual patients) were designed based on the Ganja model.

Educational Technology

Educational technology provides several benefits for educators and instructors in areas of learning concepts, activating, individual learning, and working automatically. Technology can reproduce a purpose or concept in a form and structure that may have been created by designers so that the user will use it for educational purposes in an ideal mode. These benefits have been clearly described in the simulation technology, which can be generated by computer-based models in the real-life process. Exploring in realistic environments provides many benefits for learners, including creating opportunities for pure practice and critical events, creating safe and controlled environments that limit the risk of disease, facilitating the visualization process, and the creation of valid intellectual domains and evaluations. Assessment and evaluation of learners' behaviors and their outcomes have been documented in these environments. Modern educational technology can use the decision-making processes of learners and provided realistic answers to produce individual learning experiences. Educational technology coordinates the features of considerable activities of adult learner with the learner's learning (11).

Common Technologies in Medical Education

There are several frameworks that can be used in describing and categorizing educational technology applications. We considered three broad categories here that are based on the prevailing benefits of medical education. Although these applications overlap with technology components of educational facilities but differ
from them based on the feature of thinking independently.

**Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI)**

Computer-assisted instruction programs play an essential role in replacing many educational instructors. These programs can use Internet technology (web-based learning) and involve a range of independent applications or online materials (12).

**Virtual Patients (VP)**

Virtual patients are a special type of computer-based programs, which are realistic simulations of clinical texts. Learners imitate the role of health care providers in acquiring a patient's history, do medical examinations, diagnose, and eventually make the necessary therapeutic decisions (13).

| Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Multiple Educational Technologies (8,12,13) |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| **Type of Instruction** | **Advantages** | **Disadvantages** |
| Computer-Assisted Instruction | Useful to visualize complex processes | Limiting physical interactions |
| | Independent discovery of complex phenomena | Reducing credibility and accuracy |
| Virtual Patients | Encompassing multiple dimensions of clinical exposures | Limiting physical interactions |
| | Caring in longitudinal and multidisciplinary studies | Reducing credibility and accuracy |
| | Easy admission | High production costs |
| | Quickly turning into the desired situation | |
| Human Patient Simulation | Active and immersive experiences | Costly and specific requirements |
| | Involving emotion and sensory learning | Limited to the simulator and personnel access |
| | Developing clinical thinking and establishing communication | Technical review limitations |
| | Reviving basic sciences in clinical content | |

**Effective Programs of Matching Educational Approaches with Educational Objectives**

Medical education environments include a combination of cognitive, perceptual, and psychomotor educational goals. Each type of objectives may be achieved through the use of at least one educational technology. Table 2 shows how different technologies may be used based on a combination of available research, perceived resources, and technical abilities.
Table 2. The Most Suitable Educational Technologies for Achieving Special Educational Goals (8, 12, 13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Goal</th>
<th>Suggested Educational Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Facilitating Basic Knowledge Acquisition</td>
<td>Computer-assisted instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Decision-making Improvement</td>
<td>Computer-assisted instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human patient simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Facilitating Perceptional Variables</td>
<td>Computer-assisted instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Improving Coordination Skills</td>
<td>Human patient simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Task instructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Special Practice / Clinical Event</td>
<td>Virtual patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human patient simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Organizing Group Training</td>
<td>Human patient simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Improving Psycho-Motor Skills</td>
<td>Task instructors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multimedia (Computer-Assisted Instruction and Virtual Patients)

Virtual patients are a kind of e-learning resources in which the learner plays the role of health care and interactivity of his behavior and his patient. E-learning with virtual patients is a process in which a user-student learns through simulation cases and plays the role of a physician in treating patients. In general, e-learning has proven to be an effective and useful educational tool in medical education (14), including areas such as radiology and skin (15). E-learning has turned into standard treatment routes like medical emergencies (16).

There are several different definitions for the concept of virtual patients that are often used vaguely (17). The definition of virtual patients in this paper involves an interactive computerized simulation in the real and clinical life with the goals of health and medical instruction and medical students' education. Virtual patients have been used in medical education in the late 1960's. This educational tool has been further developed ever since (18).

The approach of virtual patients is a well-known and successful method for simulating the patient's realistic state with a high degree of loyalty in various types of medical, dentistry and nursing courses (19).

Virtual patients’ approaches have provided the possibility of multi-media embedding, including audio and video clips to illustrate the methods to the patients. The main advantage of virtual patients’ approach is primarily to promote clinical reasoning skills. The virtual patients’ technology can be used to evaluate students' skills. Hubal et al. believe that using case studies, including all three types of patients (real, simulation, and virtual), is an appropriate method for evaluating students' skills. In the United States, 94 medical schools use simulated virtual patients in their educational programs and 26 medical schools participate in sharing resources, standard tools, and effective implementation of simulation programs (20).

The use of virtual patients allows students to develop their competencies (knowledge, skills, attitudes) in providing care to patients (21).
Table 3. Educational Models for Virtual Patients (22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Models</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Leading Learning</td>
<td>Make simple cases available to individual learners and complete them with limited interactions associated with the author, training instructor, and experts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-Based Learning</td>
<td>Forming small educational groups with facilitators where students have access to virtual patients as a group and are involved with them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance (Remote) Learning</td>
<td>Learners have independent access to online virtual patients, but remotely control the access to the experts simultaneously (conversation) or non-simultaneously (discussion page or email).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
<td>Learners are continuously involved with a virtual patient with an educational support instruction, discussions in small groups or other simulator actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement and Evaluation</td>
<td>Learners devote a virtual patient to developmental evaluation or summative (final) assessment of skills.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When designing or purchasing educational technology resources, which are multimedia elements, the participants should pay attention to the selection, sequencing, and presenting of information. Certain elements can include high or low recognition of learning such as the style of providing information and the proportionality of learning materials.

Therefore, one challenge in effective educational design is to produce applications, involving those features that improve learning while avoiding misleading elements that may lead to learning deviations. Richard Mayer suggests Ten Educational Media Principles to guide educational instructors in using multimedia elements in the applications for educational activities. Remembering these principles, the following should be pursued (23).

Table 4. Ten Mayer Education Media Principles for Medical Instructors (23)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coherence Principle</td>
<td>Avoiding the inclusion of unrelated words, images, and sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Training Principle</td>
<td>Ensuring the process of prior knowledge of students about their names and characteristics of the main concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Contiguity Principle</td>
<td>Presenting related words and images in close proximity to each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Contiguity Principle</td>
<td>Presenting related words and images at the same time instead of presenting them sequentially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signaling Principle</td>
<td>Highlighting important words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy Principle</td>
<td>Matching animation (graphics) and text voice without displaying text on the screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice Principle</td>
<td>Using someone to narrate the text on the voice generated by the simulator without accent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization Principle</td>
<td>The use of conversation style instead of using official styles to narrates words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmenting Principle</td>
<td>Presenting animated with text in the learner's motion section instead of the continuous unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modality Principle</td>
<td>Combining animation and text together instead of association of animation with on-screen text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI), Virtual Patients (VP)…

Simulators (Virtual Patient, Human Patient Simulation)

Human patient simulation is a type of simulation-based learning, which provides a unique opportunity for students to apply what they have learned and allows them to practice problem-solving skills. Through involving in human patient simulations, students grow their self-confidence. Human patient simulation is a new available tool with high loyalty for medical instructors to use mannequins for simulating medical problems, which enables students to integrate their knowledge through experimental learning and optimizing patient safety (7).

The human patient simulation is a form of experiential learning, in which, the learner forms the knowledge structures by linking the new information with the previous knowledge. The facts, methods, concepts and principles can be taught in a more realistic context. The teamwork skills such as communications, leadership and resource management, which cannot be taught well through standard educational tools, can be effectively trained in a human patient simulation environment (8).

The number of specialized medical training programs that use simulators with high loyalty is growing. These simulators are highly different in how to use the technology, how to engage with educational instructors and the area where each simulator activities are included in the curriculum. In the latest review, 10 features of high loyalty to reality, including anesthesics, cardiovascular and surgical procedures, have been defined. Some of these features are related to the Ericsson Performance Model in professional performance in terms of mastery. Although this list of studies is derived in the area of simulators with high loyalty but many of its principles may be applied to virtual patients (24).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Specialized programs in medical education that use high-loyal simulators (24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repetitive action</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Syllabus integration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Difficulty level spectrum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple learning strategies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recording clinical variables</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

environment of patients with causing no side effects. This happens while educational instructors can focus on learners more than the patients.

Individual learning

- The learners’ opportunities for reproduction, use of educational experiences in each of the areas where learners participate actively and are not as inactive viewers is a general feature of these simulators.

Determining the results or criteria

- If the result is determined and opportunities are provided for the learners’ previous educational background level to practice with the simulator, the learners are more likely to master key and important skills.

The validity and accuracy of the simulator

- It provides a high degree of realism and loyalty, much similarity to complex clinical conditions, principles, and assignments. This help the learners improve their cognitive skills and speed up their response in critical situations.

Concept of Educational Designing

Educational designing is a systematic process of planning all events to facilitate learning (25). Educational design is known as a science and also as an art (26). In fact, the educational design is a framework for the creative design process and ensuring that the learners' needs are met. The meaning of educational design depends on the individual’s background and theory (27). The educational design process involves independent stages, including learner analysis, content and goals, designing goals, selecting strategies and evaluation tools, producing training materials, assessing the learner's performance, and measuring the effectiveness of the educational design (28). Educational design provides a framework for systematic design, the development and adaptation of education based on the learners' needs and education content. Through the educational design process, teachers assess the needs of learners, draw the purpose of the course, design and the educational content make assessments (29).

A set of key elements are involved in this systematic process, which include identifying educational issues and problems, studying the learner’s characteristics, identifying the content of subject, determining educational objectives, and content sequences in each training unit for rational learning, determining educational strategies, defining educational messages, developing education, providing evaluation tools and selecting resources to support educational and learning activities. The components of the educational design, separately, are as follows: The basic design of a rational, logical, and sequential process for solving problems, based on which, the design process should be considered as a problem-solving process (30).

When talking about educational design, noting that systematic training consists of various components such as goals, content and so on with their own input, process, and output, it is more accurate to use designing an educational system instead. System, as Clark (2006) states, is a set of concepts and components working together to perform a specific task to accomplish a common goal.

Gustafson & Branch argue that educational design has special features nowadays, which should be observed in all educational efforts. These features include:

- Educational design is learner-centered.
- Educational design is purpose-oriented.
- Educational design focuses on performance in the real world.
- Educational design emphasizes the consequences that are measured by a reliable and valuable method.
- Educational design is experimental.
- Educational design is a typical team effort (31).

In short, in summing up the discussion of the concept of educational design, one can state that designing is an activity aimed at
solving a problem to fulfill human needs and education encompasses everything that facilitates the realization of learning, which consists of various components such as goals, form of presentation, grouping, etc. Accordingly, the design of the education system is the process of analyzing, designing, producing, implementing, and evaluating a complete education system.

Educational Design Models
Since there are many results, conditions and methods in a variety of educational situations, thus, the educational design patterns and models also appear to be very diverse. Chen (2008) suggests that there are currently over 100 educational design models, each of which, has certain capabilities. In the following, we introduced the most famous educational design models (32).

Robert Gagne and Briggs Model
This model was presented in the 1970's based on the importance of educational events in the training process by Gagne and Briggs. In this design model, 9 educational events should be considered:
1. Drawing the learner’s attention
2. Describing learning objectives to the learner
3. Recalling previous teachings
4. Providing educational materials
5. Providing learning guidance
6. Performance test
7. Providing feedback
8. Performance assessment
9. Encouraging and facilitating reminding and transfer (33).

Figure 1. Gagne’s Educational Design Model (27)
Watson Model
The model was designed in 1975 at Florida State University in the United States, which was used for military training. Afterward, some changes were made by Russell Watson in his steps at the International Individual Education Congress; but its five steps were not changed. This model is used for both individual training and common education. In addition, this model has been used in the design of global learning and e-learning design in recent years. The five components of this model are as follows:
1. Analysis
2. Design
3. Development
4. Implementation
5. Evaluation (34).

David Merrill Model
This model was presented by Merrill in 1981. The components of this model and its stages are as follows:
1. Determining the characteristics of learners
2. Determining the type of expected performance
3. Explaining the types of initial presentation
4. Determining the types of secondary presentation
5. Observing the principles of separation, diversity, match-making and difficulty level (35)

Reigeluth Model
This model was introduced in 1983 by Reigeluth. Based on this model, mostly used for organizing educational topics, he provides a perspective on the main subject of educational content in terms of training preliminaries and then emphasizes its description and expansion. In recent years with the advent of modern technologies and the transformation of traditional educational and learning processes, Reigeluth has introduced new technology-based paradigms and has accordingly developed its previous model. In recent years, he has also developed and provided a model called “A model for designing technology systems and a computer-based simulations design model. This model contains the following stages:
1. Simple to complex order
2. An order of presenting learning prerequisites
3. Summarization
4. Composition
5. Allegory (36)

John Keller Model
This model, known as the motivational design model of education, was presented by Keller in 1983. The components of this model are as follows:
1. Attention
2. Relationship
3. Trust
4. Satisfaction
Keller has developed his original model in recent years so that this model is used in the design of electronic learning to enhance motivation as well (37).
**Figure 2.** Keller ARCS Motivational Model (27)

**Assure Model**

This model was presented by Malanda, Russell, and Hennich in 1997. The components of this model are as follows:
1. Analysis of learners’ features
2. Determining the objectives
3. Selection of methods, media and materials
4. The use of media and materials
5. The learner’s engagement
6. Evaluation and revision (Hennich et al., 1999)

This model is used to design learning centers (38).

**Figure 3.** ASSURE Model (27)

Camp Model

This model was developed by Morrison, Ross, and Camp in 2004 under the title of “Effective Education Design Model”. The components of this model are shown in the following figure (39).

![Camp Model Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 4. Camp Model (27)**

Siemens Model

This design model was first introduced in 2005 by Siemens. The components of this model are as follows:
1. Invention and innovation
2. Research
3. Implementation
4. Systemizing

This model is designed based on the Theory of Connectivism. The theory of connectivism was first proposed and presented by George Siemens in 2004. According to Siemens, connectivism is the learning theory for the digital age, in which, technological tools and the rapid growth of knowledge provide a ground of complex, extensive, and up-to-date communications. In such conditions, the learners acquire the ability to invent, innovate, and produce content individually and collectively by benefiting from global interactions and access to the specialists (40).

Considering the basic features of the models mentioned, some of their strengths are as the following:
1. Attention to education as a systematic process
2. Making the education purposeful and attempting for its effectiveness
3. Providing a framework and guidance to the teacher to implement the training
4. Paying attention to the components of analysis, design, implementation and evaluation in the training process
5. Presentation of the perspective and attention to the organization issue in providing educational topics
6. Attention to motivation as a key element in education
7. Attention to the characteristics of learners and the adaptation of other elements of learning with them
8. Attention to continuous review and improvement in the training process
9. Attention to the new paradigms of change in the educational system
10. Attention to the necessities and requirements of the digital age

Despite numerous advantages of these models and other educational design models and learning environments, some of which are listed above, they have also some weaknesses that some are mentioned in the table below.

**Table 6. Weaknesses of Educational Design Models and Learning Environments Based on Two Criteria of Type of Approach and Attention to 12 Key Elements of the Comprehensive Learning Design Process and Learning Environments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Design model</th>
<th>The type of design model approach</th>
<th>The amount of attention to the basic elements of comprehensive educational design process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gagne</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>2 Educational Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>4 Educational Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Merrill</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>2 Educational Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reigeluth</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>3 Educational Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Keller</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>1 Educational Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Malanda, Russell, and Hennich</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>4 Educational Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Morrison, Ross, and Camp</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>8 Educational Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>0 Educational Element</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Choosing the Best Educational Design Model**

Out of the eight proposed models, the Gagne’s model was selected as the basis of research for the following reasons:

1. The Gagne’s educational design model is one of the cognitive theory models, which works in teaching critical thinking and clinical thinking, self-centered learning and, consequently, lifelong learning better than the two behaviorism and constructivism approaches (41, 42).

2. The Gagne’s model can help medical education instructors to train communication skills, clinical skills and skills for taking the patient’s history. It can also be useful in problem solving skills, acquisition of knowledge, and critical thinking (43).

3. The results of several studies show that the Gagne’s model is more efficient compared to other models:

   Khadjovy, Rostami and Eshagh (2011) state in a research entitled as "How can we use the Gagne’s educational design model to teach psycho-motor skills?" that the theory provides information with tremendous value for teachers. The application of the nine-stage Gagne’s model is a very suitable method to ensure an effective and systematic learning program since it provides a framework for curricula and a comprehensive approach to education (43).
In a research entitled as "Comparison of the effect and effectiveness of two educational methods of geometric shapes concepts in mentally retarded students", Unal and Ozmen (2008) showed that Gagne’s model has been more effective than Merrill’s model in acquisition and maintaining the concept on both groups of participants. Although the impacts of both models on its continuity of the participants were not significantly different but the results also showed that Gagne’s model requires less teaching time than the Merrill model (44). During a research entitled as "The impact of Gagne Gary and Briggs educational design model on reminding, learning, and motivation for academic achievement in the experimental sciences course", Barzegar and AliAbadi (2013) showed that the use of Gagne’s model in the design of experimental sciences course increases learning and recalling compared to conventional methods. However, there was no significant difference between the two groups regarding the motivation for progress (45). In a research entitled as "The effect of implementing the Internet-based education model based on Gagne’s model educational events in the Information Technology course at primary school grade on students’ sustainability and academic success", Kutlu and Menzi (2013) concluded that the Internet-based learning environments positively affect learning by using appropriate strategies with a positive effect on the sustainability of success (46). In an article titled as "Using the Larillard-Gagne’s model for distance education", Hannon (2002) suggested that Gagne and Briggs model can be used in distance learning. This model allows students to achieve learning goals and benefit from a positive learning experience. In a distance learning environment, students expect to receive a quick and distinct feedback of their questions and answers, and the Gagne’s model will make this possible (47). Soori (1999) showed in his research that the effect of educational design of education based on Gagne and Briggs model on students’ learning is more than the effect of educational design based on the Merrill model and the traditional methods (48).

Computer-assisted Instruction, Virtual Patients, and Human Patient Simulation Based on Gagne’s Educational Design Model

It is very clear that there is no single and coordinated theory in the practical use of educational technology in medicine. Researchers have provided dozens of frameworks and models. Ideally, the effective use of educational technology should begin with classical educational design approaches, learner’s needs analysis systematic methods and the development of appropriate training activities. Usually, the analysis design development implementation module (ADDIE) is used to help with organizing and management of educational technology projects. This model includes analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. The design, development, and implementation in this process are far beyond studies in the educational psychology (49, 50). The Gagne’s nine educational events form one of the educational design frameworks. According to Gagne, education consists of a set of events that are external to the learner and are designed to support the internal learning processes. Gagne’s teaching model, based on Gagne’s model, consists of 9 activities. The first 3 activities are based on the fulfillment of the internal conditions and 6 other activities are performed to fulfill the external conditions. Educational events are as activities that the designer designs based on
Gagne’s model after determining its content, order, and sequence to accomplish educational goals. These activities include drawing the attention, learners' awareness of educational objectives, recalling previous knowledge, providing training materials, providing a learning guide, performance testing, providing feedback, performance assessment, encouraging and facilitating the reminding, and transferring data, respectively.

**Drawing Attention**

It includes recording the learners' attention with a problem, a case, an instant question or providing interesting and surprising statistics. Hence, they will be involved with learning.

**Learners' Awareness of Educational Objectives**

It involves the transfer of expectations to learners by introducing educational goals, considering their colloquial definitions in knowledge, specific skills, or in behaviors that they are expected to acquire them.

**Recalling Previous Knowledge**

It involves helping learners build what they are prepared to learn it by reminding their prior knowledge (previous educational materials and individual experiences) that are relevant to current educational materials.

**Providing Educational Materials**

It involves the provision of actions or information that is logically organized to prevent the providing of additional information. In the cognitive field, considering the combination of Mayer's principles for the effective use of multimedia, organizing training materials to increase difficulty, and revising the concepts periodically will be useful to facilitate the reminding process.

**Providing a Learning Guide**

It involves offering specific guidance to learners on how better understand the concept or gain a skill. Different media and structures should be used to avoid confusion with educational cases.

**Performance Testing**

It gives learners plenty of opportunities to apply new knowledge, skills, or behaviors. Frequent practices allow learners to record their perceptions.

**Providing Feedback**

It involves providing a proactive, constructive, and instant feedback for learners based on their performance.

**Performance Evaluation**

It involves assessing the learners according to the above learning objectives to find out whether the knowledge, skills, or behavior have been used properly or not?

**Encouraging and Facilitating Reminding and Transferring Data**

It involves checking out the educational materials, which gives learners an opportunity to regain new knowledge, skills, and behaviors and provides them with opportunities for further training.

A systematic approach to educational design is highly essential in the effective use of educational technology. Gagne’s model can help medical education instructors in instructing communication skills, clinical skills, and skills of taking patient history. It can also be useful in gaining problem-solving skills, acquisition of knowledge, and critical thinking. Table 7 shows how the correct use of principles in three common educational technologies can be effective. Medical education instructors may not be accustomed
with educational methods such as formal approaches in developing training activities. The educational design is much more important when using educational technology than when face-to-face training is used since learning activities are explicitly planned professionally (27).

Discussion

Educational technology is widely used in all parts of medical education, including safety and control of the environment to reduce risks to the patients, documenting the behavior of learners, organizing training according to individual and group needs, standardization of education, improvement of decision making, improvement of psychomotor skills, and improving clinical skills (1). The virtual patients tool be developed for diverse aspects of medical and nursing education without the need for students and professors to be present in the same place (2).

The advantages of using virtual patients in the medical education environment include efficiency, standardization, easy productivity, interoperability, reducing the workload of training instructor, providing rare educational materials, individualizing learning, providing quick individual training and feedback, improving and enhancing clinical skills in an empirical environment without threat, and learner’s autonomy and independence (5). Research shows that an efficient virtual patients simulator can provide opportunities for trial and error; it allows learners not to limit their opportunities to questions and exams (6). It allows them to control a specific time to check all the features of the virtual patient simulator (7). It also allows them to monitor virtual anatomy and physiology changes (8). The human patient simulation provides a unique opportunity for students to apply what they have learned and allows them to practice problem-solving skills and grow their self-confidence by placing in the human patient simulation (9). By simulating medical problems, it allows students to integrate knowledge through experimental learning and optimizing the patient’s safety (11).

Educational design based on e-learning is effective in better performance of learning. Modern technologies have created a new path for distance learning, especially e-learning. Paying attention to the educational design of this type of training is one of the most important prerequisites for the successful use and implementation of e-learning (51). Careful selection of educational strategies, goals, audiences, content, and the ways to fulfill learning are as significant factors in each learning project. Failure in considering each may question the success and effectiveness of the education. An electronic learning system is like a two-way street that designers and technology will have a mutual relationship. Merely having electronic content cannot be the criterion for successful e-learning and the occurrence of learning; but how to use these contents and how to presented them to learners are fundamental factors, which an e-learning designer should consider them (52).

Gagne’s model is one of the most famous educational design models based on a systematic approach. This model is derived from cognitive psychology, which can be used both at micro and macro levels for educational design (53). Gagne’s educational design model is one of the cognitive-oriented theory models, which works in teaching critical thinking, clinical thinking, self-centered learning, and, consequently, in lifelong learning better than behaviorism and constructivism approaches. Hannon (2002) suggests that a Gagne’s model leads the learners achieving learning goals and gain a
positive learning experience (47). Gagne’s model can help medical education instructors in teaching communication skills, clinical skills, and skills of taking patient’s history. It can also be useful in gaining problem-solving skills, acquisition of knowledge, and critical thinking (43).

This research showed that the use of Gagne’s educational design model can be associated with better learning due to the following features:

- View, order and regular steps
- Determining the hierarchy and sequencing of activities and learning strategies
- Attention to internal and external educational situations
- Characteristic of increasing learning and the role that the prior knowledge has in this process
- Attention to how to keep and organize information in mind and its order and sequence
- Emphasis on the structure, organization, order and sequence of information to facilitate its processing
- Creating a learning environment where learners can link their prior knowledge with new information
- Providing feedback (developmental and diagnostic) with an approach to improve content
- The use of pre-organizing strategies for linking the course details and the transferring strategy of reminding for new situations

**Conclusion**

Eventually, based on the results, one can conclude that computer-assisted instruction, virtual patients, and human patient simulation based on Gagne’s educational design model can help medical educators to train communication skills, clinical skills, and patient history taking skills. They can also appear useful in gaining problem-solving skills, acquiring knowledge, and critical thinking with a systematic approach. By considering their advantages and disadvantages, medical instructors can choose the most suitable educational technologies in teaching medical science aimed at achieving the preplanned goals. They help the educational designer in the field of medical education to adopt the best education model of virtual patients based on Mayer's educational media principles and the simulation-based learning education theories commensurate with the goals and content of medical training courses.
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